
WinBox® is an AI tool developed for corrugated cardboard plants
that optimizes the overall performance of the organization

It serves customers better, by 
providing effective delivery dates 
allied with the capacity to react to 
unforeseen events. 

It results in lower production 
costs, and provides optimal 
planning based on the 
characteristics of the company.

It decreases intermediate stocks 
minimizing risk  and reducing 
logistics.

Collaborative coordination 
between departments by sharing 
information for joint 
decision-making.

WinBox®
Make your plant more efficient

WinBox® optimizes production planning in more than 60 plants along 9 countries. 
Some of our customers goals:

An average improvement of 9% in delivery 
performance to customers.

Shorten delays to improve the average productivity 
by more than 15%.

One day gain in the ability to accept orders (optimizing 
from 4 to 3 days).

Reduction of the percentage of waste in the plant up to a 
3%, due to improved implementation of orders and optimal 
planning.

To achieve these objectives, the product
has three major functional areas

1. Support for compliance with realistic customer deadlines

WinBox® has decision-making tools based on both current and medium-term plant information: on machine loads, manufacturing 
alternatives, scenario simulation, etc. The aim is to acquire realistic commitments to customers, to be aware of the effects in the factory of 
these commitments, to make decisions to resolve imbalances and to balance the load on the machines.

2. Optimal plant production planning

WinBox® globally optimizes the entire plant, while taking into account both the corrugating and the converting parts.

The result is the sequence of processes that allows manufacturing with minimal waste and the maximum level of productivity, by taking into 
account the urgency associated with each order.

3. Production monitoring
There are a series of tools aimed at monitoring the planned production in the plant, with direct communication to the various machines, in 
both the corrugating and the converting sections.

WinBox® is a completely modular platform to serve the entire production process of cardboard boxes, from the reception of orders to the 
optimization of the load of the trucks that must deliver them.
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